
Better traceability with less keystroke

Operation orders can be created from an incoming work 
request, from an existing operation order or be created 
from scratch with template texts, operations via schema/
map, mirrored operation rows or contacts from the 
resource register. Regardless of which method is used, the 
work process is shorter than with traditional creation of an 
operation order and the risk of clerical error is reduced.

Existing operation orders are displayed among the 
outages so that the basic operation information is grouped 
in one place, even upcoming operation orders are visible 
with adjustable time scale. It is easy to create related 
work request, outages, customers etc. It is also easy to 
navigate to related place in the map or in schema.

An integrated extension of Operator
The add-on module Switch Order is based on the functio-
nality in the operation management tool Operator. Esta-
blished methods for operation shift, analysis of affected 
customers, announcements and statistics are used. The 
operations in Switch Order are planned and executed with 
focus on fast and accurate creation, review and comple-
tion, all this with good traceability and also in accordance 
with national safety regulations.

Switch Order complements Operator with management 
of resources, customer specific templates and editing 
functions optimized to manage operation orders. Opera-
tion orders, other planned switches in the network and 
unplanned outages are constantly matched. The user 
gets a good overview of the current and coming operation 
status, all in one place.

dpPower Switch Order
Effective and matched network operations

In order to plan, build and maintain your distribution network, you need access to extensive 
information on all parts of the network. One of the key challenges for network operators is an 
efficient management of outages, a task that can’t be done effectively without the advanced 
features based on detailed information on the network. The add-on module Switch Order has 
all the essential functions to create, review, execute, audit and complete an operation order, and 
gives a clear overview of the operation status.



System design 
Switch Order comprises three parts - the traditional flyleaf, 
prerequisites to perform the operation order and the ope-
ration rows. The prerequisites can be for example current 
switch mode or weather conditions. The operation orders 
are displayed at the same position as outages in Operator. 
This gives a view that compiles all the important current 
and upcoming operations.

If the operation order switches will affect a customer, an 
outage is created as a support for the base functions 
in Operator, for example outage statistics. The opera-
tion order can be revised even after approved control. 
Changes in the operation rows are easy to distinguish from 
operation rows already controlled and approved. Regard-
less of what changes are made for network and resources, 
the operation order is remaining as it was, controlled and 
executed.

From start to finish
If a work request is used as a basis for the operation order, 
the tasks are transferred from the request to the operation 
order. As the contacts are retrieved from the resource 
register and identities are retrieved from the map and 
schema, it does not take long to build the operation order. 
It is also possible to copy and paste operations between 
operation orders. Missing resources in the register can be 
set without the need of updating the register. To make the 
work easier, there are customer specific template texts 
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with entry fields which can be linked to map/schema. 

One or several operation rows can be mirrored so that 
counter operations are added to the operation order in 
reverse order. Switching - outage and work periods can 
be registred with a calendar function. For each period 
there is information about switching assistance and 
work supervisor. 

You can at any time calculate expected customer 
impact and create announcements. If the operation 
order spans over a long time period it is possible to 
record current outages without having to quit the 
operation order. A new outage is created when fol-
lowing operation rows in the operation order causes 
new customer impact. If the current switching mode in 
dpPower is not matched to the operations in the opera-
tion order, the user is informed and can audit the opera-
tion order. Audits generate automatically a new version, 
so that everyone involved can verify if they have the 
same information. If there is a SCADA-connection the 
operations can be received in real time. 

Work request
There is a web service for registration of work request. 
The service can be installed on an external web server 
for access outside the own company. The work request 
is managed in Operator and after approval the values 
can be transferred to one or several operation orders.

The add-on module Switch Order is fully integrated with Operator and dpPower and has the following functions:

Functionality

› Resource register for control of permissions and 
automatic complement of contacts

› Customer specific templates for frequently used texts 
with dynamic fields for the operation rows

› Extensive connection to map and schema

› Mirroring of counter operations and clip book for faster 
editing

› Connection - outage - and work periods

› Prerequisites (e.g. current switch mode) 

› Review and stage management

› Audits and version numbering

› Possibility to use work request as a basis

› Diary for continous comments for the operation order

› Retrieval of objects from map/schema and mirroring of 
operations rationalizes the edit

› Follows the process to create, review, supplement, 
approve, execute and complete a switch order

› Analyzes the customer impact in advance and during 
execution, controls the operation rows to current 
switch mode and creates statistics

› Linked to the announcement, completed announce-
ments are linked to the operation order

› Creates a resistant digital document which has no 
impact of future changes in the network or at the 
resources


